KRCRACING.COM
Lightweight Shifters
Throttle Linkages

Throttle Linkages and ReturnsQuick disconnect throttle
linkages include carb bushings for most carburetors.
Heavy duty aluminum rods can withstand severe
engine vibrations. Linkages can be removed from carb
in 5 seconds.

Kluhsman Bert/Brinn Shifters feature aluminum dual
handles for use on rough tracks and irregular terrain.
Levers can be locked in with simple detent so they
can't jump out of gear. Shifters include shifter rods,
mounting clevis, pins, and mounting brackets for
complete installation. Heim ends are included.

Lightning Gear Fillers

Fuel Filters

These are In-Line, hard anodized fuel filters. The
patented stainless steel filters (#5536402) are used at
60 PSI for the fuel injected GM-LS1 engines and work
the best for alcohol applications. The quality of these
filters is approved by the FAA. Bring aircraft technology
to your race car!

The KRC “Lightning Gear Filler” will fill a rear end with
4-5 quarts, 90W oil FAST! This lightweight, 7 lb tank
can be filled with 60PSI air pressure and controlled by
a manual valve. A 100PSI liquid fill gage and a dipstick
in the cap will halp you pre-measure oil to speed the
rear end changing process up. Fast, convenient,
lightweight. **PATENT PENDING**

Cyclone Thru-Hole Power Drive System
Fuel Directors

KRC’s air ratchet has patented features no other air
ratched offers on the market today. The ratchet is
uniquely designed having fewer moving parts for longer
life and greater dependability.

Aluminum Carburetor Covers

Piston Vice

Red anodized aluminum fuel logs incorporate a sliding
nut for quick installation and removal. Single feed log
has a -8AN inlet and dual feed log has 3/4"NPT inlets.
Both have 1/8"NPT ports for fuel pressure gage.

From NASCAR to the short tracks in your backyard
“Our Quality Is On The Line.”

Holds pistons securely at any angle up to 30 degrees.
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